Merkur Related Overstocks & Specials
Updated 05/10/07
Ignition Wire Sets XR4ti & Scorpio
Here is a deal on custom length XR4ti or Scorpio wire sets by Wells. Sets are assembled with
8mm RFI supression type wire and include primary wires (either 4 or 6) and coil wire. These
sets are really quite nice and are considered a steal at only $19.50. Supplies limited, less than
60 sets available.
Ignition Wire Set XR4
Ignition Wire Set Scorpio

G9WS

SOLD OUT
$19.50

Automatic Transmission Filter Special
These came to us in a surplus parts deal. Name brand automatic transmission filter kits
at 25-50% off the usual parts counter price. Change the filter and keep your automatic
transmission in top condition. Quantities are limited.
Transmission Filter Kit XR4Ti (C3)
Transmission Filter Kit Scorpio (A4LD)

M740F
G740F

$11.75
$17.50

Belt & Tensioner Special
Cam belts should be replaced every 40K. Even if the belt has been replaced numerous
times, most cars still have their original tensioner in service. Here is your chance to save
on new belt tensioners and belts. An $70.00 value- SAVE $10.50. Tensioners are an
updated design with a (non split) belt contact surface and sealed GMB roller bearing.
Tensioner & Belt Special
Tensioner (only) new design

L5K
L51

$59.50
$49.50

Hose Kits 1985-88 XR4ti
Most, if not all, XR4ti water hoses have been discontinued by Ford. We have undertaken
reproduction of the standard hoses, bend for bend, for correct fit and performance. We can
supply hoses as individual items (roughly 15 pieces) or as a complete hose set. Purchase a
kit and get all the replacement rubber hoses for either the XR4ti 1985-88 w/5-speed or 198588 automatic at a reduced cost, and the convenience of ordering one part number. (save
25.00 over individual part price)
Hose Kit 1985-88 XR4ti (5 speed)
Hose Kit 1985-88 XR4ti (automatic)

M421K
M421KA

$199.50
$199.50

Front Lower Control Arms
Here is a popular item, in fact they are one of our best sellers. New lower control arms
assembled complete with ball joint, inner & outer (castellated type) bushings. Our (already
low) regular price on XR4 control arms are $75.00 each and Scorpio arms at $99.00 each.
This deal is buy 1 arm and get the other at 1/2 off (a 25% savings).
Control Arm (pair) XR4
M428PR
$139.25
Control Arm (pair) Scorpio
G428PR
$169.00
Tie Rod Ends (outer)
Tie rod ends should be replaced when they show wear or more commonly when replacing other
front end components. Getting it all done once and only paying for one alignment does make
sense. Buy one at regular price $24.00 (XR4) $28.00 (Scorpio) and get the other 75% off.
Tie Rod End Outer (Pair) XR4
M434PR
$35.00
Tie Rod End Outer (Pair) Scorpio
G434PR
$44.50
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Steering Rack Boots
By this point in time almost all XR's and Scorpios need to have their rack boots replaced.
Rips or cracks in the boot will allow dirt and grime in and damage the steering rack. We
offer a high quality rubber steering rack boot with clamps included. The regular price on
boots is $15.00 each. Save $5.00 on the pair.
Steering Rack Boots (pair) XR & Scorpio

M434RP

$25.50

Inner Tie Rods
Inner tie rods should be replaced when the socket end shows wear or more commonly when
replacing other front end components. Getting it all done once and only paying for one alignment
does make sense. We make it easy to subscribe to that way of thinking. Buy one at regular
price $50.00 (XR4) and get the other 75% off. Sorry, no Scorpio version on this deal.
Inner Tie Rods (Pair) XR4

M434TP

$74.50

EGR Valves
With Ford list price (before they were recently discontinued) at $325.00, EGR valves
are not an easy item to obtain at a reasonable price. We contracted a manufacturer to
do some for us, and can offer them at better than 50% off.
EGR Valve XR4Ti

M450EGR

$149.00

Steering Column Couplings & Bush Kits NEW
Sometimes movement in the steering is not in the rack but the various column
componentsbeing worn. We now have replacement heavy duty couplings for both XR4
& Scorpio and a bushing/bearing kit to repair a common ailment with the Scorpio.
Steering Column Coupling- XR4
M434SC
Steering Column Coupling- Scorpio
G434SC
Steering Column Bush/Bearing Kit- Scorpio G434SCB

$69.00
$69.00
$29.50

Coolant Pipes NEW
These are the coolant pipes that run along the valve cover ; long since
unavailable from Ford, we now have these replicas.
Upper Coolant Pipe w/tee offs
M421PU
$63.00
Lower Coolant Pipe
M421PL
$43.00
Speedometer Cables NEW
Speedometer cables for non-cruise control XR4Ti, available for either automatic, or
manual transmission equipped cars.
Speedo Cable (MT)
Speedo Cable (Auto)

M735M
M735A

$69.50
$69.50

"Y'" Coolant Hose NEW
We now have replica "Y" coolant hoses for automatic transmission XR's. Stock
fit, uses brass block at tee.
Y Coolant Hose

M421Y

$39.00

